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Let G, L(G), T(C) denote the corn ent, the line graph an 
e equality symbol = s 
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cxs not conta~~l K, l as an induce 
wosrd ccmtair, 2 ) as m indu 
Xast one has ako F, fron: as an induced sub 
From (iii) it follows that the diameter of 
cotlnec ted. 
.L.et us now consider tkree cases according ?:o! the ma 
of M 
Fig. 6. 
would appear, so it follows that at least two 
UP, if just two pairs of vertices among u1 3 
- x would appear, so it follows thait every 
is in a complete subgraph, induced by u 
that there exists some vertex u i;r H not adjacent with 
cc $I is Gonnected and the diameter of H is t most 12, ti must 
hour of v, suppose Iv. But, s ce deg w a 4 
ours of u), it follows from the above reasons 
cent (both u and v are neighbours of IV). Hence 
a complete graph. So we have obts.ked the above 
olutions from 131. 
be stated in the following condensed form. 
csnnec~ted graphs, then L(C) = T(H) holds. 
to one of the f~lknving pairs of gm 
%, K, ) anti (3, P3), where S is the , . . 
nnected, then G 
non-negative in;t 
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Fig. 7. 
an induced subgraph K, LI K, wlould appear in T(w) which is forbidden 
in L(C) as the complement of a graph F, from Fig. 1. 
(ii) H does not contain two independent edges (edges without ,(Jrni 
man vertices), since othe ise the forbidden induced subgraph K3 U 
would appear in T(H) again. 
(iii) H does no as an induced subgraph, since otherwise 
l”(H) would cant ted subgraph and the last one 
contains K3 U K 
Now, it is not duce from (i),, (ii) and (iii) that 
l!r disconmxted, In each of the possibilities men- 
tioned above, it is easy to find corresponding raphs G and so eq. (2) 
iz; solved. The solutions are ven in the following theorem. 
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